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Versatile
Charcoal
Grill &
Smoker

The PK is a world class
grill and smoker. There
is no need to choose
between these two

important functions or
purchase separate

equipment.
Whether you intend to grill at high temperatures for short

periods, like burgers and hot dogs, or at low temperatures over
longer periods, like pork shoulder and beef brisket, the cast
aluminum PK will make you a backyard hero because it nails the

landing on both. The nickel-plated steel hinged grid makes
refueling for long smokes easy without having to remove the

cooking surface or move the food. Get the best of both worlds
with a new PK.

A Purist's Case for
the PK Grill,

Simplicity, and Better
Barbecue.

The PK Grill is an American
original, and the ideal
vessel for the timeless

marriage of heat, smoke, and
food. By empowering users
with precise air management
and dependable temperature

control(thanks to the
natural properties of thick-
cast aluminium) the grill
simplifies the art (and
elevates the success) of

backyard barbecue.
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Introducing the newest grill in the PK family - the PK360. Crafted
with hand-poured cast aluminium for rustproof durability and

superior heat conduction, this grill boasts a marine-grade stainless
steel cooking surface, 40% larger than an 18-inch Big Green Egg. Its
unique capsule shape excels in both direct high heat and low and
slow indirect cooking, featuring a 4-point system for consistent
heat with two radial exhaust vents and two cylinder air intakes.

With removable shelves on each side, high-density moulded wheels for
easy repositioning, and effortless transportation with its twist-off

capsule from the control tower stand, the PK360 is the ultimate
charcoal grill for versatile, top-notch cooking experiences.

A Smart Capsule
Design & Vent

System
The PK360 is shaped

like a bullet aimed at
your taste buds and

features 4 easy-to-use
vents, allowing you to

set up zones and
precisely control
airflow inside the

capsule.



Introducing the PK300 - the New Original! With upgraded retro
architecture, this grill embodies the spirit and cooking simplicity
of the original PK Grill from 1952. Still built to last, the PK300

offers a taller working height, radial vents for precise air
control, and a wider lid seal. Its versatile design excels in

low/slow and hot/fast cooks, featuring a hinged cooking grid for
easy coal management and efficient ash containment. Built to endure
with a rustproof aluminium capsule and durable construction, the

PK300 is the ultimate grilling companion. Optional features like the
Tel-Tru thermometer and Flipkit™ enhance its customisation. Embrace
the legacy and timeless pleasure of cooking with the New Original -

the PK300.

PK300's
Construction
Eliminates Hot

Spots
Unlike other grills, the
PK300 cook chamber is

constructed entirely from
aluminium. Aluminium conducts
heat 4x more efficiently than
steel, which means heat is
dispersed evenly throughout
the capsule. Say goodbye to
expensive mistakes and hello
to evenly cooked meats and

veggies.
 



Meet the compact and portable PK Grill with big grill energy! We’ve
been perfecting one type of grill for almost 70 years, steering
clear of the fads and staying focused on the purity of cooking
outdoors over a real charcoal fire. Our priority has been how to
make the PK Grill work better, not look or act different. And we
haven’t done half bad: our new 2020 PKGO is smaller, lighter and
more functional than any other PK Grill. It’s distinctive cast

aluminium capsule stands apart, as recognisable in a crowd as ever.
Nobody in the world makes a more unique or durable charcoal grill
than we do because nobody has been perfecting the same simple

formula for as long.

The Everyone,
Anywhere,

Anything Grill
Camping, Tailgating,
Picnic, Beach, Cross
Country, Cross Town,
Front Porch, Back
Porch, Balcony,

Backyard, Front Yard,
Neighbour's Yard,

Park, Work, Anywhere



When Aaron and Stacy Franklin opened up a small barbecue trailer in
Austin, Texas in 2009, they had no idea what they had gotten

themselves into. Since then, Franklin Barbecue has become the most
sought after smoked meat in the land. As a self-proclaimed tinkerer—

known to obsess over the precise details of heat efficiency and
cooking functionality — Aaron has found multiple ways to share his
passion and knowledge of the smoked arts. Aaron discovered the
Original PK grill way back in the day, and fell in love with its

design and performance. Over the years, Aaron’s constant engagement
with Original PK led to a friendship with the folks behind the
brand. Thus, a hot-rodded PK was born, resulting in this Special

Edition PK+Franklin Grill.
 

Spot The
Franklin
Difference

With a convenient belly bar to
hang towels and tools, a speed
rack for quick access to sheet
pans and ingredients, and ample
shelf space with two big, roomy
cast aluminium shelves, you have

everything you need at your
fingertips. The shelves lock the
capsule in place when deployed
and conveniently fold down when

not in use, providing the
ultimate convenience for your

grilling adventures. 



Accessories Accessories

PK300 GrillGrate

Tel-Tru ThermometerCharcoal Basket

PKGO GriddlePKGO GrillGrate

PK360 GrillGrate

PK300 SS Charcoal Grate PK300 SS Cooking Grid Cutting Board Pizza Stone

PK300 Griddle 50/50

PK360 Griddle Solid


